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the cell cycle; and a spatial context, which determines its physical environment (e.g., oxygen availability), cellular neighbors, and developmental cues
(e.g., morphogen gradients). (b) The biological factors affecting the cell combine to create its unique, instantaneous identity, which is captured in the ce
molecular profile. Computational methods dissect the molecular profile and tease apart facets of the cell’s identity, which are akin to ‘basis vectors’ that
a space of possible cellular identities. Key examples include (counterclockwise from top): (1) discrete cell types (e.g., cell populations in the retina (A.R.
colleagues30)); cell type frequency can vary by multiple orders of magnitude from the most abundant to the rarest subtype; (2) continuous phenotypes (e
the pro-inflammatory potential of each individual T cell, quantified through a gene expression signature derived from bulk pathogenic T cell profiles (N.Y
A.R. and colleagues1)); (3) unidirectional temporal progression (e.g., normal differentiation, such as hematopoiesis); (4) temporal vacillation between ce
states (e.g., oscillation through cell cycle; data taken from A.R. and colleagues102); (5) physical location (e.g., a cell’s location during embryo developme
determines its exposure to morphogen gradients. Dividing an organ into discrete spatial bins, combined with independent data on landmark genes, allow
inference of spatial bins (highlighted) from which single cells had likely originated (figure adapted from A.R. and colleagues 95). The scatterplots represe
single cells (dots) projected onto two dimensions (e.g., first two principal components or using t-SNE).
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we review key questions, progress, and open challenges in
fatethe3Here
development of computational methods in single-cell functional

genomics, focusing primarily on scRNA-seq (we do not discuss
single-cell genome analysis, as it was recently reviewed elsewhere37).
We first distinguish key sources of variation in single cells, and
experimental and computational strategies to tease them apart and
to mitigate the effects of technical (unwanted) variation in order
to explore the biological variation in the data. We highlight key
current methods that can characterize the diverse factors involved
in determining cellular identity, including cell type (with cell types
forming a hierarchical taxonomy), continuous phenotypes, temporal
progression (on linear, bifurcating, or cyclic trajectories), and spatial
position in the tissue. We close with areas of substantial opportunity
and challenges for future research, including emerging methods that
harness single-cell data to dissect the molecular circuitry, unique

challenges associated with studying the single-cell epigenome
open problems associated with the increasing scale of single
experiments, the integration of diverse single-cell assays, and th
of these data to illuminate the organization of complex tissues.

Addressing technical variation in single-cell RNA-seq
We distinguish three sources of variation in scRNA-seq (Fig. 2,
The first is technical variation, which is due to factors such as differe
in cell integrity and lysis, RNA capture and cDNA conversion,
detection38,39. The second is allele-intrinsic variation, namely stoch
factors intrinsic to the molecular mechanisms that control
expression40–42. For example, the bursting statistics of transcript
initiation coupled to variable rates of mRNA degradation can le
fluctuations in transcript levels over time in one cell, and to differe
between otherwise ‘identical’ cells measured at a single time point.

Plan
Simplify single-cell graph to generate a cell map that represents topology
at a coarse-grained, human-interpretable resolution.
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Differentiation of Myeloid Progenitors

Graph-based visualization
granulocytes and monocytes (see Figure 1A). We disregard earlier
hematopoietic stages (like the lineage switch between the lymphoid
and the myeloid lineage) and other blood cell lineages (like the
differentiation of mast cells or neutrophils from granulocytes).
From recent reviews and overview papers [1,4,18,19] we
assembled a set of 11 central myeloid transcription factors, known
to orchestrate the respective differentiation decisions. The set
comprises early hematopoietic factors (GATA-2, C/EBPa),
intermediate factors (GATA-1, PU.1) as well as late, secondary
fate determinants and cofactors (EKLF, Fli-1, FOG-1, SCL, Gfi-1,
cJun, EgrNab). The latter factor, EgrNab, represents an
integration of Egr-1, Egr-2 and Nab-2. While the three players
play distinct roles during other hematopoietic processes, Laslo
et al. [20] demonstrated highly correlated expression patterns as
well as similar functional roles in the context of myeloid
differentiation. The roles of all 11 factors and their respective
gene products have been determined by knockout, over-expression
and expression profiling studies (for an overview, see [18]). In
addition, many of the genes included in the model are known to be
involved in malignant cell transformations during hematopoiesis
[21,22]. Hematopoietic players which act only in monopotent
lineages or non-myeloid hematopoiesis were excluded from our
model. In the following, we examplarily discuss five such cases. (i)
NF-E2 is regulated by GATA-1 and SCL, but specifically
important for megakaryocytic development [23–25]. (ii) Similarly,
IRF8 is required for macrophage [26] and B-cell [27] differentiation and was thus excluded. (iii) While C/EBPb is known to
rescue targeted disruption of C/EBPa, its primary physiological
role lies in macrophage differentiation [28]. (iv) The erythroid
transcription factor Gfi-1b is induced by GATA-1 [29] and
required in both erythrogenesis and megakaryogenesis [30], and is
thus not involved in the megakaryocyte vs. erythrocyte lineage
decision. (v) RUNX1 is an early transcription factor required in
HSCs [31] which is reused later in the differentiation process for
the megakaryocyte lineage [32]. To the best of our knowledge, no
direct role in myeloid lineage decision has been described for
RUNX1.
We generated a qualitative interaction model of myeloid
differentiation by investigating potential regulatory interactions
proposed by the Bibliosphere [33] text-mining tool (Figure 1B).
For the derivation of concrete Boolean update rules, we manually
interpreted the respective papers and the biochemical interactions
proposed therein. For example, GATA-2 activates its own
promoter, and is synergistically inhibited by GATA-1 and FOG1. As both players are required to exhibit the full inhibitory effect,
we combined them using an AND logic in the Boolean update
rule. For the regulation of PU.1, both GATA-1 and GATA-2
independently suppress the PU.1 promoter, and thus we employed
an OR logic for this case. Again, we paid special attention to
incorporate only those interactions which have been reported for
adult murine cells during myeloid differentiation. The list of all
update rules we derived for the 11 players along with short
justifications and references is given in Table 1. For a detailed
discussion of the role of each factor as well as its regulatory
interactions, we refer the reader to Text S1. Note that we propose
the inhibition of C/EBPa by an erythroid factor (see discussion
below).
It is important to understand that transcription factors are

For illustration, model myeloid differentiation…

Figure 1. A regulatory model of myeloid differentiation. (A)
Hematopoietic stem cell (HSC) differentiation consists of a series of
switch-like decisions. We here focus on differentiation into four myeloid
cell types and omit other myeloid cells and the lymphoid branch (greyed
out). For a detailed discussion of the different progenitor cell types, we
refer the reader to [1]. Abbreviations: MPP, multipotent progenitor; CMP,
common myeloid progenitors; MEP, megakaryocyte-erythrocyte progenitor; GMP, granulocyte-monocyte progenitor; CLP, common lymphoid
progenitor. (B) Literature-derived gene regulatory network for 11
myeloid players previously reported to be pivotal for the lineage
decisions in myeloid differentiation (compare Text S1). Note that this
visualization does not contain explicit Boolean update rules. Specifically,
it is not apparent from the graph visualization alone whether multiple
regulatory inputs are combined using AND or OR logic, which can make
substantial differences for the resulting Boolean dynamics.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0022649.g001

… and add clusters to the data to model imperfect sampling.
Graph-drawing often conserves topology of single-cell graph.

through the state space is desirable. By connecting all states with
their follow-up states we compute the state transition graph, which
represents the complete dynamic potential of the underlying
network. States with no consecutive state represent end-points of
the system. These so-called steady state attractors then correspond to
the mature cell types in the biological context of differentiation.
From a thorough examination of the literature on myeloid
differentiation in mouse, we devised a network with Boolean
regulatory logic of transcription factors, from now on called the
players of the system. We studied the topology of the network and
analyzed the kinetics of small regulatory modules. Under
asynchronous updating, the regulatory network induces an acyclic,
hierarchical state space, whose different branches can be directly
attributed to known biological cell states. For validation, we
explicitly compared the Boolean states of the attractors with gene
expression profiles of differentiating and mature myeloid blood
cells. We confirm the the predictive power of our model by in silico
perturbations of players and interactions and compare the results
with known molecular phenotypes.

Weinreb et al., bioRxiv (2017)
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Lineage tree of an adult animal: planaria
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Key genes during differentiation by following paths in abstracted
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Code and documentation: https://github.com/theislab/graph_abstraction
On bioRxiv within the next days
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Qiu et al., Nat. Meth. (2017)
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a prediction for the minimal example by adjusting parameters. Nonethelss, th
a single branching at group 2 into groups 1 and 10, instead of the four branc
coloring and numbering of groups is chosen internally by stemID 2.
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As a negative c
sensible results with the competing algorithms and considered a simpler
the continuous tree-like manifold of the previous example. Graph ab
results using default parameters (Supplemental Figure 2a). Monocle 2
correct result (Supplemental Figure 2b). Eclair [11] obtains a wrong resu
and guidance by G. Giecold, the author of the method (Supplemental F
by construction, not infer a lineage tree but merely detects two branch
clustering algorithm. In a hierarchical implementation [21], it detects an a
Using the latter to detect four branching we can detect two branchings
but fail to detecting af third. Note that only when using diﬀusion maps f
Comparisons for data that represents a simple tree.
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